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PRIMARY PRACTICE AREAS

Professional Liability

Corporate

Commercial and Business Litigation

Construction

Complex Tort and Casualty

Insurance

Intellectual Property

Toxic Tort and Occupational
Exposure

Legal Malpractice

EDUCATION

Whittier Law School (J.D., 2013)

University of Texas, Austin (B.A.,
2010)

Universite De Toulouse, France
(Intellectual Property Certificate,
2012)

LICENSED TO PRACTICE IN

California

Nevada

Catherine Deter is a partner in WSHB’s Orange County office. In her practice, she

represents national and regional construction, engineering and architectural firms in

complex litigation and business and employment practice issues and disputes.

Specifically, Catherine excels in the representation of architects, engineers, and

other design professionals because of her passionate drive to protect creative

individuals and work quickly to favorably resolve claims. She has also represented

some of the country’s largest builders and developers. Additionally, Catherine is

well-versed in other areas of construction litigation, pre-claim assistance and risk

management, and has also represented general contractors, and numerous

construction sub-trades. Her unique practice representing a variety of professionals

in the construction industry provides her with valuable insight in evaluating claims

to bring them to speedy resolution.

Catherine specializes in pre-claim assistance to provide our clients with valuable

guidance on managing risk, avoiding future claims, and pre-trial resolution.

Catherine’s creative and strategic approach to pre-claim assistance and early

litigation defense strategy often resolves claims in the very early stages, delivering

considerable time and cost savings. She enjoys employing strategy in her law and

motion practice, with the goal of posturing cases for successful dispositive motions

and early resolution.

Throughout her career, Catherine has represented some of the largest professional

design firms in the world, top industry leaders, individuals, professionals, and

corporations. Catherine’s ability to effectively communicate with clients from all

backgrounds is key to her successful development of litigation strategy. Catherine’s

practice also includes a diverse group of high exposure catastrophic injury cases,

automobile accidents, wrongful death actions, intellectual property disputes,

habitability claims, and business transactions. Catherine also effectively litigates and

counsels a wide variety of professional liability claims, including veterinary

malpractice claims. She expanded her practice to include toxic tort and pollution

matters, representing some of the country’s largest commercial property owners.
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Catherine comes from a hospitality background and is known for her excellent client communication and service. Catherine is a

graduate of Whittier Law School and earned her undergraduate degree in Rhetoric and Writing, with honors, from the University

of Texas at Austin.

HONORS & RECOGNITIONS

● Best Lawyers: Ones to Watch recognition for Construction Law and Insurance Law in Aliso Viejo, CA (2021-2023)

MEMBERSHIPS

● Professional Liability Defense Federation (PLDF), Member

NEWS

● New Defined Equity Partners Celebrated at WSHB as 2023 Begins

Firm News, 1.9.23

● WSHB Continues to Shatter Glass Ceiling

Newsroom, 6.2.21

● 18 WSHB Lawyers Named to 2021 Best Lawyers: Ones to Watch

Newsroom, 8.20.20

EVENTS, SEMINARS & SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

● Poking the Bear: Championing Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in Construction, CLM Construction Conference, September 23,

2021

● Partner Catherine Deter Set to Present on Best Practices for Design Professionals Emerging From the Pandemic at Upcoming

CLM Conference

Speaking Engagement, Coronado, CA, 9.22.22

PUBLICATIONS

● Design Immunity May Not Shield a Public Entity From Liability Where it Failed to Warn of a Known Danger

Case Updates, 5.5.23

● Connecting the Lines Between Interest Rates and Professional Liability Claims

Article, Published in Professional Liability Defense Quarterly , 3.8.23

● Co-Author, "Emerging Trends in Litigation: Connecting the Lines Between Interest Rates and Professional Liability Claims,"

Professional Liability Defense Quarterly, Vol 15, No 1 (First Quarter 2023)
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